
HET Termly Plan for Year 4 : Summer Term

History: Note please refer ABC when planning your sequences of lessons
A. Knowledge and understanding of

chronology
B. Historical enquiry (skill) – using

evidence
C. Interpretation of history

- Place their current study against previously
studied periods displayed on a general
timeline and demonstrate which came
before/after.

- Can explain which periods studied were
temporally closer or further apart.

- Understand and use AD/BCE.
- Understand which events are significant in

the period they are studying.
- Be able to sequence significant events (with

their dates), artefacts and/or people of time
studied, on a timeline.

- Know precise dates for significant events and
use relevant historical vocabulary. (See
appendix A)

- Ask a variety of questions they would like to
know the answers to.

- Be able to identify which questions might be
easier or more difficult and explain why this is
the case.

- Use supplied or chosen evidence to build up a
picture of a past event/character.

- Introduce and develop research skills using
the internet, the library and ‘book skills’
(scanning, making notes, contents, index).

- Develop ‘selection’ skills.  Begin to decide
what is relevant and what is not, with
justification, e.g. it does not address our
research question).

- Communicate their knowledge through short
written presentations and a range of other
media.

- Know of and recognise primary and
secondary sources.

- Begin to evaluate the usefulness of different
sources: e.g.

I. Do they help to answer our question?
I. Are there any useful facts?
I. Are they primary or secondary sources?

- Compare different versions of the same
event.

- Understand how the past can be explained in
different ways.

Knowledge of British/ wider world history Continuity and change:, Cause and consequences,
Similarity and diff:, Significance:

Vocabulary

GEOGRAPHY TOPIC THIS TERM

Science: sometimes one topic per half term
Topic 1 Animals Vocabulary Working scientifically Resources
- Understand and explore the

function of teeth and how the
digestive system works

- Recognise how to maintain
healthy teeth

- Recognise the importance of a
healthy diet for maintaining
healthy growth and
development: nutrition from

- names of different teeth and
their function – canines, molars,
pre-molars, incisors. Digestive
system, organs, intestines,
stomach, diet, healthy, protein,
carbohydrate, fats, vitamins

- Making systematic and careful
observations and, where
appropriate, taking accurate
measurements using standard
units, using a range of
equipment, including
thermometers and data loggers

- Recording findings using simple
scientific language, drawings,

- Different toothpastes, X-ray
pictures, internal organ models
for digestive system

- Visitor linked to teeth- Vet or
Dentist,



what you eat: protein,
carbohydrate - sugar, fats. Link
PSHE

labelled diagrams, keys, bar
charts, and tables

- Reporting on findings from
enquiries, including written
presentations of results and
conclusions

- Suggest improvements for
experiments and raise further
questions

- Using straightforward scientific
evidence to answer questions or
to support their findings.

Suggested activities

- Opportunity to compare and
contrast human teeth to those
of animals including carnivores,
herbivores and omnivores
(revisit initial understanding
from Y1)

- Opportunity to talk about special
diets – vegan, vegetarian, link
to RE, impact of allergies e.g.
peanuts – depending on
characteristics of pupils in the
class

- Design an experiment to
compare different toothpastes
using eggshells.

Topic 2 Living Things Vocabulary Working scientifically Resources
- Understand that living things

can be grouped and classified in
a particular way.

- Understand how seeds are
dispersed from the parent plant.

Food chain, habitat, threat,
rainforest, producer, consumer, seed
dispersal, travel, parent plant, eco
system, rainforest, classification,
vertebrates, mammals, amphibians,
invertebrates, environment, Revisit
Yr2 vocab

- Making systematic and careful
observations and, where
appropriate, taking accurate
measurements using standard
units, using a range of
equipment, including
microscopes

Microscopes, stop watches



- Identify a habitat under threat-
link to stranded topic,
rainforests.

- Understand what a producer and
consumer is and how they fit
into food chains.

Topic link- Stranded

- Recording findings using simple
scientific language, drawings,
labelled diagrams, keys, bar
charts, and tables

- Reporting on findings from
enquiries, including written
presentations of results and
conclusions

- Suggest improvements for
experiments and raise further
questions

- Using straightforward scientific
evidence to answer questions or
to support their findings.

Suggested activities

- Experiment- Make different sized
paper seeds and observe the
speed in which they fall to the
ground..

- Draw and label a food chain
highlighting the producer and
consumer

- Create a poster about a habitat
under threat-rainforest-and what
humans can do to help.
(stranded topic)

- Use microscopes to view
different plants and be able to
label some of the basic parts of
the microscope.

PSHE:
Topic 1 Learning outcome and enquiry questions from the progression document Key vocabulary
Understanding
others

▪ understand to adapt behaviour to consider feelings of others.
▪ empathise with people in local and more distant contexts.

‘What skills and qualities do you have to solve problems that you might face?’

emphasise
context
emphasise
context



‘How can you help others to solve problems?’

‘Can all problems be fixed?’

‘Who can you ask for help and support if you need it?’

‘Why is it important to ask for help?’

‘How do I know I am safe online?’

behaviours
comparison

Topic 2
My relationships

▪ understand some causes and effects of conflict at all levels from personal to global.
▪ know how to work cooperatively to solve problems or achieve goals use strategies to

manage anger, frustration and aggression.
▪ understand feelings and use knowledge of others’ viewpoints to resolve problems and

compromise.
▪

‘If a bedroom is a private place, does it become more public if the bedroom door is left
open?’

‘How easy is it to communicate constructively when we have strong feelings and different
views to other people?’

‘How does my family help me have a quiet and personal space?’

emotions
global
conflict
cause
effect

RE: Y4 Summer Term
Inquiry Questions:  -

1. How do Christians work to bring God’s Kingdom on Earth? (suggested focus Good Samaritan)
2. How did the world come about? – How does our beliefs about creation effect the way we treat and think about the world? (various faith

creation stories)
Apply Skills  (covered every term)

● Asking  questions to develop
understanding

Ask questions about the significant experiences of key figures from religions studied and suggest how their beliefs
influenced their actions.



● Discuss to widen
understanding

Ask questions about puzzling aspects of life and experiences and suggest answers, making reference to the
teaching of religions studied

● Enquiring, investigating and
interpreting

Philosophy

Begin to weigh up whether different reasons and arguments are expressed coherently when studying religion and
belief.

Give reasons for more than one point of view, providing pieces of evidence to support these views.

● Express their views in response
to what they are taught

Describe a range of answers to ethical and moral questions, showing awareness of the diversity of opinion and
why there are differences.

● Develop the skill of responding
creatively and of
communicating their feelings
and ideas

Describe some forms of religious expression and begin to interpret them by pulling on their own experiences.

Religious Knowledge and Understanding  (Termly Focus)

Knowledge and understanding  of
key beliefs of religions

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:

Describe some key features of religions including some key religious beliefs and teachings of Christianity

Christianity – to know and understand that Christian believe that the teachings of Jesus tells them how they
should live their lives eg the story of the Good Samaritan

To know and understand that Christians believe that God gave Moses the Ten Commandments by which they
should live their lives.

To know and understand that Christians believe that God created the world and has given it to them to look after.

Knowledge and understanding of
the practices and features of
religions,

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:



e.g., festivals, celebrations,
artefacts, buildings

Describe some key features of religions including some key features of religions, festivals, artefacts, buildings,
ceremonies.

Use a developing religious vocabulary.

Recognise similarities and differences between features of religions

Christians – that both Christians and Jews believe that God created the Earth and so they should take care of it.

Christians set up organisations that look after other people because of the teachings of Jesus eg the Good
Samaritan, Christian Aid

Knowledge and understanding of
religious texts and stories
including: special words and
stories, and special things in
nature.

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:

Retell and suggest simple meanings to religious stories and sacred writings.

Make links between religious symbols, language and stories and beliefs or ideas that underline them.

Describe a range of religious stories and sacred texts.

Make links between religious stories and sacred texts.

Know key information about the structure of religious texts.

Christian - Explain different ways that Christians interpret the Bible: literal and non-literal interpretations

To be able to explain that Christians believe that in the old testament God told them that they are the stewards of
the Earth eg  Old Testament Genesis  Ch1 V 26 - 28

Knowledge and understanding of
special people holy men and
women

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:

that there are significant religious people who influence the lives of others.

Christianity – to be able to know that Christians follow the teachings of Jesus and that he told them how to look
after the world eg Luke 12 v 27-30  Also the Old Testament Genesis  Ch1 V 26 - 28



Knowledge and understanding of
the importance of belief and its
impact on lives

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:

Begin to understand and describe the impact religion has on believers’ lives and how they put their beliefs into
practice.

Begin to understand and describe the connections between beliefs, values, and practices.

Christianity – to be able to explain how and why Christians believe they are the stewards of the Earth.

To be able to explain and say why Christians believe that they need to care for each other as well as others due to
the teachings of Jesus.

Vocabulary:
Samaritan
Kingdom
Selfless
Self- giving
Sacrifice
Charity
Heaven

Vocabulary:
Creation
Conservation
Environment
Stewards

MfL: Please note: MfL is taught in Years 3- 6 not in KS1. There are short videos to explain the suggested activities on Google Classroom
Topic Geography: countries,  francophonie

CULTURAL AWARENESS: to know that French schools don’t have school uniform, don’t provide books
/ equipment: compare and contrast differences

Listening Notice that French has different phonemes and that some cognates or near cognates may be spelt
differently to in English.

suggested activities Act out telephone conversation back to back in pairs, or using puppets
Listen to a story, each child has a word on a whiteboard, hold up their whiteboard when they hear their word to
reconstruct the story as a class

Speaking Ask and answer a range of questions spanning this year’s topics eg. Que fais-tu le weekend? Quels
sports fais-tu?



Quels sports aimes-tu?
Quel est ton sport préféré? Pourquoi? Où habites-tu? Où habite-t-il? Où habite-t-elle?

suggested activities Act out telephone conversation back to back in pairs, or using puppets
Reading Be able to read full, compound sentences with mostly familiar words, using knowledge of sound /

spelling links to decode
suggested activities Guess the word as teacher writes it slowly - more points the faster the class guess the word
Writing Write descriptive sentences about school clothes, using a word bank, while adding some opinion

words from memory.
suggested activities Label the countries in French on a world map, with the main features of each one, and main cultural artefacts of

that country eg flags, food, sport
Grammar to recognise the verb endings for regular er verbs

in + country: en, au, aux
Key Vocabulary Où habites-tu? = Where do you live?

Où habite-t-il? = Where does he live?
Où habite-t-elle? = Where does she live? Où habitent-ils / elles? = Where do they live?
La France
L’Angleterre = England
La Grande-Bretagne = Great Britain, L’Irlande
L’Ecosse = Scotland
L’Espagne = Spain
La Belgique = Belgium
La Suisse = Switzerland
L’Autriche = Austria
L’Allemagne = Germany
L’Italie
Le Luxembourg
Le Pays de Galles = Wales
Les Etats-Unis = United States of America
Les Pays-Bas = Holland
en, au = in (feminine / masculine countries) elle habite = she lives
il habite = he lives
tu habites = you live
nous habitons = we live
vous habitez = you (lot) live
ils habitent = they live
mon père = my dad



arabesque = ballet position
arab
camaraderie = friendship
couturier = clothing maker
de luxe = luxury
encore = again
entrepreneur
en masse
gauche = left
liaison = meeting
menu
nouveau riche = new rich
séance = meeting the dead
tour de force = strength
valet = servant
dessert
mayonnaise
vinaigrette
denim
dandelion
mayday
etymology = where words come from
et = and
ou = or
ensuite = next
puis = then
les vêtements = clothes:
un pull = a jumper
un tee-shirt
un blouson = a jacket
un manteau = a raincoat
une chemise = a shirt
une cravate = a tie
un pantalon = a pair of trousers
une jupe = a skirt
une robe = a dress
un chapeau = a hat



des chaussettes = socks
des chaussures = shoes
des baskets / des tennis = trainers
une casquette = a cap
un foulard = a scarf
une ceinture =  a belt
il y a des vêtements = there are clothes
pour les filles = for girls
les garçons = the boys
aussi bien que = as well as

Resources ppt, words printed out
clothes song

Art and Design
Media Learning outcomes from the progression document
Printing
(found materials, fruit/veg,
wood blocks, press print, lino,
string)

- mono and relief printing.
- Demonstrate and develop experience in fabric printing.
- Expand experience in 3 colour printing.
- Combine prints taken from different objects to produce an end piece.
- Create repeating and symmetrical patterns.

Key vocabulary - Mono printing, relief printing,  combine, symmetrical, repeat.
Resources including artists - string, fabrics, paint, fabric paint, printing objects, rollers, printing blocks.

Oceans and the sea.

- Hokusais wave printing. Scratching.

PE: Note please refer ABC when planning your sequences of lessons
A. Health and fitness B. Compete and perform C. Evaluate

- Describe how the body reacts at different
times and how this affects performance.
- Know and explain why exercise is good
for health.
Know some reasons for warming up and cooling
down.

- Perform and create sequences with
fluency and expression.
- Perform and apply skills and techniques
with control and accuracy.
- Perform using a range of movement
patterns individually and within a group

- Watch, describe and evaluate the
effectiveness of performances, giving ideas for
improvements for themselves and their
classmates.
- Modify their use of skills or techniques to
achieve a better result.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDidxfQ4qB4


Key Vocabulary
Strength, flexibility, warm up, cool down,
Performance, health

- Take part in a range of competitive
games and activities as part of a team
Key Vocabulary
Fluency, expression

- Use simple vocabulary to compare and
improve their work.
Key Vocabulary

Modify, techniques
1. Striking and fielding games - Develop and investigate different ways of throwing and know when each is appropriate

- Use agility, balance and coordination to field a ball well and move into good positions for catching in
a game
- Use hand eye coordination to strike a ball
- Develop fielding skills and understand their importance when playing a game
- To play a competitive game and demonstrate sporting behaviours
Key Vocabulary: Investigate, Agility, Balance, Position, Catch, Hand-eye coordination, Strike, Ball,
Field, Competition Sportsmanship, Wickets, Overarm throw, Pressure, Backstop, tactics

Resources: ball, racket, bat, wicket
2. Athletics and fitness - Confidently demonstrate an improved technique for sprinting.

- Perform a relay, focusing on the baton changeover technique.
- Develop a fluent changeover.
- Speed up and slow down smoothly.
- Learn how to combine a hop, step and jump to perform the triple jump.
- Land safely with control.
- Begin to measure the distance jumped.
- Measure the distance of their throws.
- Continue to develop techniques to throw for increased distance.
Key Vocabulary: Improved sprint, Baton, Pull throw, Increased distance

Resources: baton, tape measure

Computing: Y4 Summer Term
Curriculum organisation: ● Each Computing theme has a section for key vocabulary to be introduced during the theme. Often key

vocabulary will be repeated across all year groups so that pupils can talk about their work in computing using
the correct terminology.

● Thinking like a computer is the golden thread that works across every aspect of Computing.



● When planning to teach Computing skills, it will be possible to combine some areas together, they will not
necessarily need to be taught as discreet lessons.

● Under each topic key concepts and approaches will be given. Knowledge and understanding of online safety
builds year on year. Each learning component from the previous year will be revisited and consolidated year on
year. In addition to explicit teaching in the classroom, E-Safety can be covered in the follow ways: Class
assemblies, Warm up activities, School assemblies.

● In each of the three sections (Digital Literacy / E-Safety, Computer Science and Information Technology) the
skills to be taught are colour coded: Knowledge, Understanding, Skills

● Knowledge, understanding and skills are built upon each year, many are revisited during the year and built
upon.

● E-Safety, Digital Literacy and Information Technology will be taught across all terms, Computer Science will be
taught in the Spring and Summer Term.

● Please link most Information Technology and Computer Science skills with other subjects, for example
teaching the use of new software within History and Geography or teaching how to access suitable software
and applications through software required for MfL or Music.

● When you are planning E-safety please make meaningful connections with work in Computer
Science and Information Technology.

Digital literacy and E-safety
Digital Literacy: a skill to use
information technology to find,
evaluate, create and communicate
information.
E-Safety: safe and responsible use
of technology; behaviour online and
security.
Note: This section is revisited
termly for each year group to
embed knowledge and
understanding of online safety.
This is a high priority to ensure
all pupils are safe online.
Knowledge, understanding and
skills are built on each year
through a deepening of
understanding and through
consolidating knowledge and
skills learnt the previous year.
When you are planning these skills,
look at how these skills can be

● Understand and explain, with examples, what makes material online inappropriate. Using the school’s
criteria:

● Explain who and where inappropriate content is reported to across different platforms
● Describe the importance of staying safe online when using communication features such as:
● Email, live chat, instant messaging.
● Explain that there is a need to be careful with what is being shared online.
● Understand and explain how online identity can be different to the identity presented in ‘real life’. Describe

strategies for safe and fun experiences in a range of online social environments.
● Understands that accessing content that requires age verification can be damaging.
● Understands how cookies work and that they are used to form a digital footprint.
● Understand the effects of long periods of screen time. For example
● Explain to effectively search and retrieve information from the internet using a search engine.
● To understand the possible impact of creating unsuitable passwords
● To explain that personal data should not be shared online and discuss the implications. Understand that

data is also collected through websites and that this information is ‘harvested’ and ‘farmed’ to 3rd parties.
● To know that devices, apps and games are designed to keep users online for longer than planned of

desired. To explain how this is achieved through notifications. To discuss why this might be, looking for
reasons of persuasion.

● To know what the term Privacy Setting means. Explain what privacy settings are for. Discuss how you can
find privacy settings on various platforms.



connected with Computer Science
and Information Technology.

● To know what a fake profile is and explain what these could look like. Discuss how to look out for fake
profiles.

● To know that most of what you see online is targeted information, for example the adverts seen on
websites.

Key vocabulary ● Key phrases
● Keyword
● Autofill
● Digital
● Identity
● Cyber-bullying
● Cookies
● Personal Data
● Fake Profiles
● Persuasive Design

Resources ● https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/research-resources/schools/e-safety-for-schools

● https://www.internetmatters.org/resources/

● https://www.ceop.police.uk/safety-centre/

● https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/

● https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/training/online-safety

● https://www.justonenorfolk.nhs.uk/staying-safe/staying-safe-online/e-safety-younger-child
ren

● https://www.includenorfolk.org.uk/e-safety/
Computer science
Studying algorithms, computer
processes, designing, writing
and debugging programs.
Including knowing the
difference between hardware
and software.

● Design and create a simple program, begin to understand how to unpick problems.
● Answer questions as to why things may not have worked.
● Know how to design the structure of a program in logical, achievable steps.
● Understand how to use sequence, selection and repetition in programs and inputs and outputs
● Use timers to achieve repetition effects.

Key vocabulary ● Algorithm
● Code
● Internet

https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/research-resources/schools/e-safety-for-schools
https://www.internetmatters.org/resources/
https://www.ceop.police.uk/safety-centre/
https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/
https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/training/online-safety
https://www.justonenorfolk.nhs.uk/staying-safe/staying-safe-online/e-safety-younger-children
https://www.justonenorfolk.nhs.uk/staying-safe/staying-safe-online/e-safety-younger-children
https://www.includenorfolk.org.uk/e-safety/


● Input
● Output
● Print Screen
● Variable
● Execution
● Repetition
● Sequence

Resources ● Scratch Jr
● Scratch
● Kodu
● Code Studio
● Scratch
● Construct 2
● https://code.org/learn

Information technology
The study of using systems,
storing, sending and retrieving
information.

Don’t forget to link your
E-Safety work with the teaching
of these skills

Accessing Programs and
Features

Knows how to select a piece of software for a given purpose. (For example Google Docs, Google Slides and Google
Sheets).

Design and Technology:
Topic Learning outcomes from Progression document

To be used consistently across the year, choose relevant statements to match you medium term plan
Design
Red- explaining/ understanding choice
of material/ resources
Purple-Using teacher modelling or ideas
to generate own ideas.
Brown- purpose of product
Green- research of products similar.

Make
Red- safety and hygiene.
Purple-Choosing appropriate tools/resources
Brown- Use of skills e.g. cutting, measuring,
choosing materials, assembling and finishing
products.

Evaluate
Evaluate
Purple- test product against Success Criteria
Orange- link evaluation to similar products, (inventors,
designers and cost) KS2.
Green- orally discuss improvements/ possible changes.
Blue- written, oral or pictorial evaluations (KS2)



Pink- language. Vocabulary and ability to
explain product and purpose.
Blue- written or pictorial planning/
labelling. (KS2)

Green- following their plans/ sequencing the
skills needs to create a product
Pink- Know the purpose of the product, be able
to evaluate the product and identify if it is fit for
purpose.

- Make design decisions considering
time and resources

- Begin to create own design criteria
to fit the purpose or success criteria
of a specification and suggest
improvements for design.

- *Show design meets a range of
requirements and is fit for purpose
-Use research for design ideas

- Begin to use computers to show
design.

- Produce a plan and explain it to
others

- Say how realistic plan is being able
to draw on possible complications.

- Include an annotated sketch.
- Make and explain design decisions

considering availability of resources.
- Explain how product will work.

- Share ideas to a group or class,
relating back to a given success criteria
or purpose.

- Select suitable tools and equipment, explain
choices in relation to required techniques and
use accurately
-Select appropriate materials, fit for purpose;
explain choices
-Measure, mark out, cut and shape
materials/components with some accuracy
-Assemble, join and combine materials and
components with some accuracy
-Apply a range of finishing techniques with some
accuracy
-Work through a plan or set of instructions in
order, developing understanding to why this
order is best.
-Realise if product is going to be good quality

-Use criteria to evaluate product, linking back to the
purpose.
-Evaluate existing products, considering: how well they’ve
been made, materials, whether they work, how they have
been made, fit for purpose
-Discuss by whom, when and where products were
designed- link this to the planning/ research of the product.

-Research whether products can be recycled or reused

-Begin to explain how I could improve original design and
why through discussion and writing.

Key vocabulary evaluating, design brief design criteria, innovative,
prototype, user, purpose, function, prototype, design
criteria, innovative, appealing, design brief, planning,
annotated sketch, sensory evaluations

Resources - -



Technical knowledge –
Materials/structure
(To be completed in a certain term to
link within your topics- see your group
for which term).
Name materials

Describe materials and choose materials
appropriately to fit a purpose.

Measure materials

Structure a product using materials

-Use appropriate materials to meet an outcome, explaining why certain materials have been chosen.
-Measure carefully to avoid mistakes
-Attempt to make product strong
-Continue working on product even if original didn’t work
-Make a strong, stiff structure

Key vocabulary shell structure, three-dimensional (3-D) shape, net, cube, cuboid, prism, vertex, edge, face, length, width,
breadth, capacity, marking out, scoring, shaping, tabs, adhesives, joining, assemble, accuracy, material, stiff,
strong, reduce, reuse, recycle, corrugating, ribbing, laminating, font, lettering, text, graphics, decision,

Resources
Technical knowledge- food and
nutrition
To be used consistently across the year,
choose relevant statements to match
your medium term plan

Safety and hygiene

Food preparation- ingredients,
equipment needed to meet a success
criteria/ make a product.

Food groups, textures, purpose of
ingredients  and nutrition

Skills e.g.  Blending, stirring, weighing,
decorating.

Evaluate/ make

*prepare and cook some dishes safely and hygienically*explain how to be safe/hygienic
*think about presenting product in interesting/ attractive ways
*understand ingredients can be fresh, pre-cooked or processed
-Begin to understand about food being grown, reared or caught in the UK or wider world
-Describe eat well plate and how a healthy diet=variety / balance of food and drinks
-Explain importance of food and drink for active, healthy bodies

-Use and explain how to do some of the following techniques: peeling, chopping, slicing, grating, mixing,
spreading, kneading and baking

Key vocabulary Ingredients, yeast, dough, bran, flour, wholemeal, unleavened, baking soda, spice, herbs fat, sugar,
carbohydrate, protein, vitamins, nutrients, nutrition, healthy, varied, gluten, dairy, allergy, intolerance, savoury,



source, seasonality utensils, combine, fold, knead, stir, pour, mix, rubbing in, whisk, beat, roll out, shape,
sprinkle, crumble

resources Knife, fork, spoon, Chopping board, peeler; grater; mixing bowl; cutters; kitchen scissors; weighing scales,
measuring spoons; measuring jug; mixing spoon; vegetable knife

(food needed to suit individual lessons)

Geography: Geographical Association assessment by end of Y4:
Demonstrate their knowledge and understanding of the wider world by investigating places beyond their immediate surroundings, including human and
physical features and patterns, how places change and some links between people and environments. They become more adept at comparing places, and
understand some reasons for similarities and differences.
Theme Topic and objectives Vocabulary and resources
Contextual world knowledge of:
locations, places,
and geographical features

Continents and Oceans
Locational Knowledge – be able to recognize the outlines
of the continents and find and name key countries and
cities.
Know why does the Earth has different climates
Find different biomes (freshwater, marine, savanna, tropical
rainforest, temperate rainforest, and taiga) in relation to latitude
and longitude.

Locate the following significant physical geography points on a
world map:
Highest mountain, largest forest, longest mountain range, largest
desert, hottest place, coldest place,
Identify the position os and know the significance of latitude,
longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere,
the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic
CircleNor, the Prime/Greenwich Meridian and time zones (including
day and night)

● Northern Hemisphere
● Southern Hemisphere
● Meridian
● Equator
● Latitude
● Longitude

Throughout pupil’s education in the HEART
trust, we would like them to have a key
understanding of climate change and the

Understand that human actions impact on climate change. Reduce – reuse – recycle,
influence, change behaviour,



affects that this is having on the world
currently and how it could affect the pupils
in the future. Each year group with have an
enquiry question which will be used to
delve deeply into the idea of climate change
and how we can positively influence the
world. This work will be in addition to any
other geography and can be linked with
PSHE

Know the issues at home and in the wider family that impact on
climate change.
Devise ways to influence how adults at home and in the wider
family behave to improve the local environment.
Write a strategy for a greener family.
Work with family to make changes.
Communicate what they have done and the impact.

raise awareness, ‘green’ agenda,
issues

Human and physical geography.
(understanding of the conditions, processes,
and interactions to explain features, distribution
patterns and changes over time and space)

Continents and Oceans
Enquiry Question – What changes are being seen in
oceans due to climate change?
Describe the changes that are happening in the ocean.
Understand that the oceans are being affected by humans.
Understand that there are things we can do to help.

Enquiry Question Why do people live in megacities?
Locate megacities around the world.
Understand the impact of living in a megacity.
Explain whether positives outweigh the negatives of living in a
city?

Megacities, impact, negatives,
positives, oceans, global warming

Geographical skills and fieldwork
(enquiry and the application of skills in
observing, collecting, analysing, evaluating and
communicating geographical information)

Enquiry Question
How big are the continents?
Use GSI to measure the total size of each of the seven continents
and the 5 oceans. Order them.

Continents, oceans

Music: Topic heading from Charanga. You will find the units of work on the Google Drive

Summer 1 : Bringing us together
Ukulele/ violin

Summer 2 Reflect, Rewind, Replay


